SolarWinds NAT Lookup

SolarWinds’ Network Address Translator (NAT) Lookup free tool helps network administrators of businesses of all sizes facilitate IP address translation lookup. Network Address Translation is a common workaround that remaps one IP address space into another by modifying the network address information found within the IP header of packets in transit across a traffic routing device. SolarWinds NAT Lookup simplifies the network address translation lookup process to help get your users beyond their firewall translation issues, prevent overlapped policies that cause incorrect translations, and effectively troubleshoot address issues.

Break through the firewall translation barrier with SolarWinds NAT Lookup.

FEATURES

Search an IP address across a single or multiple Palo Alto firewalls
Quickly perform an IP lookup on one or multiple Palo Alto firewalls to verify IP translation information.

Troubleshoot and verify NAT policy configuration
Render complete lists of all NAT policies that apply to a searched address to spot overlapping NAT policies, cross reference the policy configuration to live session traffic, and see the order of the overlapping NAT policies.

See live session traffic per firewall for the translated address
Gain insight into live session traffic per firewall for each translated address to ensure that the policy configuration matches observed behavior and performance.

Export information for recordkeeping
Keep historical records of each executed search by exporting the policy configurations from the tool into CSV file format.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

» Removes the need for users to have direct access to the firewalls
» Easy distribution to other IT groups instead of granting direct access to your sensitive firewalls
» Helps users identify dedicated translated addresses

SOFTWARE MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS
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SolarWinds (NYSE:SWI) is a leading provider of powerful and affordable IT infrastructure management software. Our products give organizations worldwide, regardless of type, size or IT infrastructure complexity, the power to monitor and manage the performance of their IT environments, whether on-premises, in the cloud, or in hybrid models. We continuously engage with all types of technology professionals—IT operations professionals, DevOps professionals, and managed service providers (MSPs)—to understand the challenges they face maintaining high-performing and highly available IT infrastructures. The insights we gain from engaging with them, in places like our THWACK® online community, allow us to build products that solve well-understood IT management challenges in ways that technology professionals want them solved. This focus on the user and commitment to excellence in end-to-end hybrid IT performance management has established SolarWinds as a worldwide leader in network management software and MSP solutions. Learn more today at www.solarwinds.com.
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